
the social origins
of the kirtland mormonscormons

mark R grandstaff and milton V backman jr

early in the spring of 1831 members of a new religious
movement entered ohioschios scenic western reserve and settled in
the town of kirtland

they came men women and children in every conceivable man-
ner some with horses oxen and vehicles rough and rude while
others had walked all or part of the distance the future city of the
saints appeared like one besieged every available house shop hut
or bambarn was filled to its utmost capacity even boxes were roughly
extemporized and used for shelter until something more permanent
could be secured

the major force that influenced this migration to geaugageaugh county
was the peoples conversion to a new religious movement and their
subsequent belief that the lord through a latter day prophet had
called them to gather in that region dacd&c 373 3832 this
conversion to a new pattern of thinking and behavior was a
fundamental difference between the latter day saint immigrants
and other americans in the decades before the civil war

scholars have advanced many different theories regarding
the background of converts to mormonism including their social
origins whitney R cross for example contended that early
converts to the latter day saint faith were steeped in the sectarian
revivalism that emanated from the burned over district a region
ofwestern new york that was habitually revivalistic after plotting
the location of latter day saint converts in western new york
cross concluded that these converts were not living on the frontier
of the state but in settled communities 2 A later historian mario de
pillis insisted that crossscroiss research on latter day saint settlement
patterns was faulty and some of his conclusions flawed de pillis
associated latter day saint social origins with the disorientation
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of values associated with migration to and within backwoods
america he argued that the migratory nature of these converts
prepared them for the authoritative message of mormonism 3

cross and de pillis introduced a subject that has continued to
be a focus of attention agreeing with some of de pillissgillissPilliss views
marvin S hill suggested that latter day saint converts were
transients seeking a stopping place and life style 4 in a work

comparing mormonmonnon shaker and oneida communities lawrence
foster reasoned that the far reaching changes produced by an
unprecedented economic and geographical expansion had signifi-
cant effects on individuals and thefamilythe family many displaced new
englanders he explained settled in the burned over district
where they were attracted to an extraordinary range of crusades
aimed at the perfection of mankind and the achievement of millen-
nial happiness an atmosphere of intense religious rivalry and
competing claims to truth led to great internal tensions in sensitive
individuals who desired a secure religious faith foster sees these
tensions in joseph smiths description of the religious situation
during his youth so great were the confusion and strife among the
different denominations that it was impossible for a person young
as I1 was and so unacquainted with men and things to come to any
certain conclusion who was right and who was wrong 5 foster
proposed that after joseph smith resolved his own religious ques-
tions he organized a religious community that in part responded to
the subversion of the patriarchal household and the dissolution of
kinship bonds in the changing new york environment 6

studies on revivalism and conversions indicate that tensions
and stress are major forces that stimulate changing patterns of
behavior 7 according to this theory developments that disorient
people and create unusual tensions such as disruptions due to
migrations rapid economic changes and unusual social disloca-
tions foster conversions promote social change and stimulate
new movements 8

many scholars have elaborated on changes in western new
york in the early nineteenth century that provided a climate
favorable to religious reform the completion of the erie canal
broke down corporate family structure and thereby undermined
both self sufficient farmingfanning and household manufacturing such as
the production of cloth and woolens 9 the small farmers lifestyle
was jeopardized by the specialization and commercialization of
farmingfanning products previously made and sold in the farm household
could now be made on a larger scale shipped to distant markets and
sold for less than the farmerfanner could manufacture similar products As
land became scarce and unproductive second generation sons and
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daughters ofnew yorks farmers began moving to towns and cities
to find employment and occupational stability chaotic winds of
social dislocation penetrated many sections of america including
the burned over district many traditions were being replaced by
a different way of life 10

during the second great awakening a major revival that
began in the new nation about 1800 and reached a peak during the
1830s and 1840s many individuals expressed dissatisfaction with
sectarian religions that concentrated on election and predestination
and that tended to support the intellectual and economic elite
consequently according to one theory revivals in the early nine-
teenth century increasingly became a means of assuring common
folk of their uniqueness as individuals and of a place in society
in the opinion of william mcloughlin revivalism not only solidi-
fied relationships among those who had experienced dislocations
but also served as a means to assimilate its participants into
americas changing culture 12

the problem of determining the actual cause of conversion is
compounded by many factors not the least ofwhich is the tendency
of modem scholars to explain powerful religious experiences in
terms of secular theories without reference to divine intervention
although the impact of supernatural forces is beyond the scope of
social history an understanding of the social processes in conver-
sion does not negate the possibility of divine influences those who
believe in an omnipotent god should be able to understand that he
is capable of working through social processes and environmental
influences that would appear natural to the detached social scientist
or historian 13 an additional difficulty is that historians work with
limited information and draw conclusions based on incomplete
data it is sometimes difficult to distinguish causation from conse-
quencesquen ces similar forces do not always produce similar results
motives for religious affiliation are as varied and complex as the
individuals who espouse belief nevertheless the identification of
forces leading to conversion provides an additional dimension to an
understanding of the past

some theories on the social origins of latter day saints have
been advanced without a thorough investigation of the background
of these people including migration patterns preceding conver
sions the first step in a study of their social origins is to identify
the places of birth of the kirtland saints information on 602 adults
who settled in kirtland before 1839 discloses that 50 percent were
bom in new england and another 31 percent in new york of the
non mormonscormons who migrated to kirtland before 1831 73 percent
were bom in new england and 13 percent in new york although
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relatively few records have been located that identify the places of
birth of non monmormonscormonsnons who settled in kirtland between 1831 and
1839 information that is available for 49 adults indicates that 41
percent were bomborn in new england and 51 percent in new york
data available on all non mormonscormons who settled there before 1839
reveals that 88.5885885 percent were bomborn in new york or one of the new
england states see table 11.

A second step in identifying latter day saint social origins is
to examine their migration patterns prior to their conversions and
move to kirtland two major forces motivated american pioneers
to move westward pressures that influenced them to leave their
former homes and forces that attracted them to another region the
shortage of good farm land frequent frosts and reports of better
conditions in the west caused many to leave their homes in the
northeast by 18181010 for example many children of the first major
wave of settlers of vermont were in the same position as their
fathers had been thirty years earlier they were forced to choose
between staying on a family farm subdividing it until all children
would have inadequate acreage or moving to a new region
newspapers reported that just fifty to one hundred miles distant in
new york was timbered land more fertile than the land in vermont
As land prices rose in vermont and conditions became more
crowded because of natural increase and continued immigration
migrationoutmigrationout increased 14 between 1790 and 1830 successive
waves of settlers made their way into new york this westward
movement for pre latter day saint converts and others was not a
symmetrical wave rolling along a broad front but as D M meinig
explained a highly selective uneven fragmented pattern of
advance the main body of early migrants traveled through the
mohawk valley which was accessible to overlandersoverlanderroverlanders from new
england A second gateway into new york was across the northern
edge of the adirondacks from vermont yet another influx came
from pennsylvania flowing up the susquehannahSusquehannah river and even-
tually pushing into the finger lake region I115I1

of those who immigrated to kirtland a few had moved to
new york from pennsylvania prior to becoming latter day saints
A larger number in their pre mormon days had followed the major
paths from new england to new york of those who joined the
church in new york about half emigrated from new england
before 1820 and located their homes in settled communities rather
than in the frontier regions within the next decade the other half
of these families were living near the western border of new york
As the frontier expanded the initial pre mormon move was closer
to new yorks western border consequently the postconversionpostconversion
move to kirtland was a shorter distance than the earlier moves from
new england to new york see map and table 22.
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TABLE 1 birth places of early kirtland residents

arrivals prior to 1839

non
LDS percent LDS percent

ME 16 2.72727 5 3.83838

VT 85 14.1141 4 3.13131

NH 54 9.090go90 6 4.64646

MA 94 15.6156156 36 27.5275275

CT 49 8.18181 28 21.4214214

RI 7 1.212ltit 1 0.80808

total NE 305 50.7507 80 61.1611gli
NY 188 31.2312312 36 27.5275275

total NE NY 493 81.9819819 116 88.5885885

PA 18 3.03030 2 1.51515

OH 23 3.83838 12 9.29292gt

other 68 11.3113113 1 0.80808

sources information on births of latter day saints has been obtained from LDS family group records in
the family history department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city similar
information on non mormonsmonnonsmormans is located in a collection on early residents of kirtland at the lake county
historical society kirtland hills ohio

TABLE 2 migration from new york to kirtland

years of mean median median
settlement number coordinates coordinates miles

181018241810 1824 12 9.39393 8.58585 246

182518291825 1829 19 8.48484 8.08080 239

183018341830 1834 44 5.85858 5.05050 171
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if anything could be classified as unusual it would be the
mormonscormonsMormons remarkable geographic stability before their conver-
sions mormonsmonnonsmormans who moved to kirtland were not transients
approximately 95 percent of the latter day saint immigrants to
kirtland had moved two times or less 80 percent moved one time
or less and 51 percent did not move between the birth of their first
child and their move to kirtland see table 33. using the child
ladder method of measuring the frequency of and duration between
moves determined by examining records that identify birth dates
and places of children the average number of years of stable
residence prior to moving to kirtland was 7.37373 years the median
waswasll7wasllwasilwasli11711.77 16

TABLE 3 number of moves by family within the new
england and new york areas 1798 1839

number of moves number percent

0 97 51

1 55 29

2 28 15

3 10 05

totals 190 100

thus future mormonmonnon converts were neither transients nor
frontiersmen but stable members of their communities whether in
new england or new york in contrast recent work on other
american families during the period demonstrates a difference in
migration patterns and geographic mobility for instance 80 per-
cent of those who traveled on the overland trail moved before
heading west 17 mormonsmonnonsmormans were different fifty percent did not
move prior to their migrating to kirtland this suggests that their
move to kirtland was not motivated by a desire for monetary gain
but was a response to what they believed was a divine decree

if a profile of the typical mormon convert does emerge his or
her conversion would be linked to a reaction to the unusual stresses
tearing way at the foundations of society like most americans
many pre mormonscormons were affected by the rapid socioeconomic
changes occurring in jacksonian america means and modes of
transportation blossomed communication in the form of news
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papers and books became available on an unprecedented scale
commercial trade routes spread throughout the land and began to
transform old mercantilist ways into capitalistic enterprises what
was once reserved for the elite now became available to the masses
democracy wedded to laissez faire capitalism became in time a
powerful civil religious theme this combination also disrupted
the earlier vision of an agrarian republic based on civic virtue
the sacrifice of oneself for the common good

the sheer social and geographic movement was unsettling
people struck out for parts unknown in search of better land and a
better stake in life many became victims of a fledgling capitalist
economy that seemed to bring out the worst in people the shifting
ideology was exhibited in an increased materialism and competi-
tion that put american society at odds with its colonial heritage
class lines hardened business contended against business priest
against priest neighbor against neighbor alcoholism was ram-
pant 18 revivalism reform movements and associations attempted
to stem the tide of these changes that seemed to cut deep into the
very fabric of the culture but many such movements only rein
forced the changes even such an event as the second great
awakening emphasized the disparity between previous concep-
tions and current realities ministers taught that conversion was a
solitary act one that took place between the communicant and
god salvation was not collective nor universal salvation but
individualized people chose to be saved the jacksonian ameri-
can was thus the quintessential individual potentially rich
powerful and saved on his own merits 199

most antebellum americans experienced the stresses and
anxieties accompanying such momentous changes and chose var
ious means to displace their insecurities and to assimilate the
changing culture others turned to associations and reform move
ments in contrast pre mormon converts looked toward a restora
tion of traditional beliefs and values this search led many to a
further dissatisfaction with the pluralism of an expanding secular
society and caused them to seek an ordered society free from the
upheavals that plagued jacksonian america mormonism with its
emphasis on divine authority exclusivity and continual revela-
tion provided fellowship for such seekers

while geographic stability was an important factor in the
backgrounds of mormon converts there were others the converts
were young their mean age was twenty nine with more than 50
percent under thirty see table 4 many shared a common
surname most had a common school education and had little
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TABLE 4 age at baptism

age cohort number percent

151915 19 13 15.0150150

202420 24 22 25.6256256

252925 29 12 14.0140140

303430 34 14 16.3163163

353935 39 9 10.5105105

40 16 18.6186186

totals 86 100.01000

TABLE 5 wealth of converts

wealth level number percent

poor 21 50.0500500

moderate 12 28.6286286

affluent 8 21.4214214

totals 42 100.01000

due to the lack of actual dollar estimates of pre mormon wealth the measurement isis subjective if
converts indicated intheirdiariesin their dianes thattheirearlythat their early lives were impoverished they were categorized as poor
iftheyintheyif they indicated that their families were wealthy they were categorized as affluent those who indicated
neither extreme wealth nor poverty were classified as moderate

money see table 55. few had migrated often after marriage nor
had they changed their religion with much frequency although
most adhered to the occupational status of their fathers semiskilled
sons tended to follow in the steps of semiskilled fathers about 32
percent secured work in occupations different from their fathers
see table 66. twenty three percent did not work as rural laborers

reflecting the movement from the farmfann to more urban areas 20

A majority of converts adhered to their fathers religious
affiliation as well unchurched fathers had unchurched sons it is
evident however that more of the fathers belonged to major
denominations than did their sons see table 77. this small dispar-
ity in religious backgrounds is no doubt a product of the fathers
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TABLE 6 occupations of converts and their fathers

father convert

occupation number percent number percent

farmer 38 80.9809809 43 58.1581

miller 5 10.6106log 6 8.18181

shoemaker 2 4.34343 1 1.212itlt

sailor 1 2.12121 0 0.000oo00

other 1 2.12121 24 32.5325325

totals 47 100.01000 74 100.01000

otherother0ther includes teacher hatter tanner carpenter lawyer clerk doctor merchant and minister

TABLE 7 religious affiliation of converts and their fathers

father convert

affiliation number percent number percent

unchurched 10 15.2152152 21 26.9269269

methodist 20 30.3303303 15 19.2192192

presbyterian 11 16.7167167 8 10.3103103

baptist 10 15.2152152 10 12.8128128

reformed baptist 0 0.000oo00 11 14.1141

reformed methodist 1 1.51515 4 5.15151

campbellite 0 0.000oo00 2 2.62626

universalist 3 4.54545 2 2.62626

dutch reformed 2 3.03030 2 2.62626tg

congregationalist 5 7.67676 2 2.62626

other 4 6.06060go 1 1.31313

totals T 66 100.01000 78 100.11001looi
otherother0ther includes episcopal and lutheran
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colonial heritage and increasing sectarianism As new englanders
ventured westward many lost contact with formalized religion but
remained faithful to previous affiliations moreover following the
american revolution religious liberty became constitutionalized
many itinerant preachers ofboth mainstream and new faiths sought
to bring americans into their fold revivalistsReviva lists plunged into a fertile
field and vast numbers of americans launched a quest for religious
truth about 1819 a second phase of the second great awakening
commenced this time there were many new religious denomina-
tions to choose from this democratization of religion continued
for the next sixteen years amidst a powerful surge of revivalism
one of the fruits of this religious quickening was a dramatic
increase in church membership and attendance during the first
half of the nineteenth century the proportion of protestant church
members in the population increased from 7 to 17 percent 21

one of the most important characteristics of mormon con
verts was their dissatisfaction with major christian faiths and their
belief in the need to restore the power organization and doctrinal
purity of new testament christianity of the fifty eight kirtland
mormonscormons whose writings were examined approximately half
indicated that prior to their conversions they were searching for the
authority of the new testament church including its plainness of
doctrine another 14 percent emphasized their search for the
spiritual power manifest among the early christians still another
30 percent recorded that they were converted by reading the book
of mormon some of these might have been influenced by this book
because of an earlier search for a restoration see table 88.

A significant proportion of the mormon converts had held
restorationist views before joining the LDS church almost a third
of these restorationists were unchurched a third aligned with
reformed faiths and another third were members of the three
largest religious denominations methodist baptist and presby-
terian many of the unchurched however held deep religious
convictions even though they did not join an organized religion
they generally believed in god and christ and in the historical
accuracy of the old and new testaments see table 99.

selections from writings of early latter day saints espe-
cially descriptions of their backgrounds including their stresses
and quests aptly disclose some of the most dominant characterscharacterischarac teris
ticsbics of these people joel hills johnson was the eldest of sixteen
children bomborn to ezekial and julia hills johnson and was the first
in his family to join mormonism he reported that his mother
instructed him frequently on the subject of religion during his
youth on many occasions he thought about the nature of god and
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TABLE 8 reasons for conversion as written in diary or
autobiography of convert

reason number percent

authority new testament christianity 27 46.6466466

book of mormon 17 29.3293

spiritual manifestations 8 13.7137137

plainness of doctrine 1 1.71717

primitive simplicity 2 3.53535

impressed with missionaries 3 5.25252

totals 58 100.01000

those who indicated in their writings that they joined the church because of its divine authority
those who recorded that they were convinced of the churchschurche authority because the doctrine could be

easily understood

TABLE 9 restorationists religious affiliation

affiliation number percent

unchurched 16 30.2302302

methodist 6 11.3113113

presbyterian 4 7.57575

baptist 7 13.2132132

reformed baptist 11 20.8208208

reformed methodist 3 5.75757

campbellite 2 3.83838

other 4 7.57575

totals 53 100.01000

other includes episcopal and universalist
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wept bitterly because he believed he was a sinner in the eyes ofgod
on one such occasion after being scolded by his parents he
considered committing suicide his teenage years were filled with
anxiety about finding the faith that was once delivered to the
ancient saints

although joel gained peace while attending various protes-
tant services the eighteen year old boy was not fully satisfied with
the churches located in his neighborhood he became concerned
because he had not been baptized for the remission of sins or
received the gift of the holy ghost as practiced in the ancient
christian church this concern was partly resolved when he de-
cided to be baptized and united with a free will baptist society
located near pomfret chautauqua county new york

shortly after he became a baptist joels attempt to gain
economic security crumbled after purchasing a fanfarmfannn adjoining
property owned by his parents he built a sawmill however faulty
planning resulted in the collapse of this mill and the loss of his farm
to creditors in an attempt to recuperate from this loss joel invented
and patented a machine that cut shingles but misfortune struck
again claiming that he was the original inventor of this machine
he insisted that he was swindled by others and was not able to
profit from that accomplishment discouraged he decided to leave
the home of his youth and seek an asylum among strangers after
moving to amherst ohio he learned about the restoration of the
ancient church through a latter day prophet teachings of this new
movement harmonized with beliefs he had embraced as a youth
and he was baptized and confirmed by latter day saint elders 22

meanwhile mounting problems plagued his fathers family
farmland was becoming increasingly unproductive the need for
cloth and wool declined and the price of many products the family
purchased increased 2321 As economic problems intensified many
residents of pomfret emigrated according to the new york state
census from 1825 to 1835 persistence in the area was only about
18.6186186 percent of the 18.6186186 percent who stayed 81.6816816 percent were
among the wealthiest settlers although ezekial johnson owned
fifty five acres which placed him in the upper third of land
owners see table 10 the family because of its size lived in
what joel referred to as a state of poverty 2421

the response to organized religion by ezekial and his wife
julia was very different while living in pomfret ezekial did not
participate in formal sunday worship showed no interest in organ-
ized religion and drank heavily which in the opinion of many
protestants of that age was a serious transgression julia seemed to
be the antithesis of her husband A devout presbyterian and
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dedicated mother she trained her sixteen children with apparently
little formal help from her husband when ezekialsEzekiaezekielsls addiction to
alcohol interfered with his daily work habits julia began directing
work on their farm 25 apparently in an attempt to regain social
respectability and resolve some of his personal problems ezekial
left pomfret and searched for land further west amid changing
socioeconomic conditions in western new york julia struggled as
she continued to raise her many children and manage their farmfann 2616

TABLE 10 wealth distribution of pomfret 1825

wealth distribution acres of land number percent

0 93 17.2172172

191 9 155 28.5285

101910 19 103 19.0190190igo

204920 49 147 27.1271

509950 99 35 6.56565

100199100 199 9 1.616lgig

200 0 0.00000oo

totals 542 99.9999999

source new york state census chautauqua county 1825

julia and most of her children learned about the new restora-
tion movement from joel who returned to new york from ohio as
a latter day saint missionary after responding favorably to the
message unfolded by her son julia and her children decided to
gather with other converts to kirtland ohio a new city of the
saints even though ezekial also moved to kirtland in the mid
1830s he lived apart from his family because of his continued
unbelief and intemperance while reflecting on the conflicts
which occurred in his home benjamin F johnson another son of
ezekial and julia wrote

the fiend of unhappiness had entered our home to break the bonds
of union between our parents and to destroy the happiness of their
children in looking back over my childhood it almost seems that I1

was bomborn to be a child of sorrow for such was my love for both my
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parents that because of the troubles and unhappiness my heart at
times would seem almost ready to burst with sorrow and grief and
a feeling always seemed with me to wish that I1 had died at my birth
or that I1 never had been bomborn 27

benjamin brown another convert to monmormonismnonismeonism from
pomfret recalled that prior to learning about the restoration he
was searching for religious authority and received several visions
when he told one of the local ministers of his spiritual experiences
and his desire to worship in harmony with the ancient gospel the
preacher told brown that both his visions and desires were of the
devil undaunted brown continued his search for new testa-
ment christianity until he met the latter day saint missionaries 2821

joseph bates noble experienced a similar quest launching a
search for religious truth during his early years like benjamin
brown he wanted to belong to the ancient church because of
the poverty of his family he left home at fourteen and supported
himself by working for others throughout his teenage years he
was burdened by a belief that he needed approval from a forgiving
god 1I was a person he recalled that thought much about the
things of god and often asked myself this question where is the
people of god after changing jobs and learning the milling trade
he met latter day saint missionaries who were preaching religious
authority he believed jesus christs second coming was soon at
hand and he wanted to be a part ofchrists kingdom where equality
and justice could prevail in the fall of 1832 after listening to three
latter day saint elders brigham young joseph young and heber
C kimball 1I said in my heart that is truth according to the spirit
that was in me 112929

brigham young a future president of the church recalled
that when he was seventeen following an impoverished child-
hood he quit the country and moved to auburn new york to
seek better employment auburn was located along the seneca
turnpike and was a boomtown in 1817 with new stores and houses
being erected almost overnight hundreds of newcomers found
work in small shops stores taverns or mills located along or near
the main street 30 this initial move did not lead to the economic
success he was seeking probably because he could not find
sufficient work to sustain himself as a carpenter painter or glazier
brigham young moved in the early 1820s to port byron a nearby
town situated on the recently constructed erie canal in 1828 he
moved again this time to oswego new york and less than one
year later in the spring of 1829 relocated to mendon south of
rochester where his father john young and his brother phineas
and their families had settled meanwhile he struggled financially
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to support his wife miriam works a resident of aurelius whom he
married in 1824 and his two children after becoming an invalid
and suffering for years from chronic tuberculosis miriam died on
8 september 1832 less than five months after brigham had been
baptized a member of the latter day saint church then called the
church of christ 31 brigham young recognized the poverty of

his early years as an important influence on his development and his
philosophy of life

I1 know how to economiseeconomismeconom ise sic for my father had to do it I1 have
been a poorboypoor boy and a poor man and my parents were poor I1 was poor
during childhood and grew up to manhood poor and destitute and
I1 am acquainted with the various styles of living and with the
different customs habits and practices of people and I1 doknowbydo know by
my own experience that there is no necessity forpeoplefor people being so very
poor if they have judgment and will rightly use it 3322

although brigham young was brought up in a strict method-
ist home he did not profess a religious experience until he was
twenty three and then he said it was more of a confession to satisfy
his peers than a profound conviction there were times when he
considered himself an infidel because he could not accept the
teachings of any of the religious societies he investigated in my
youth I1 would have freely given all the gold and silver I1 ever
could possess he recalled to have met with one individual who
could show me anything about god heaven or the plan of salva-
tion so that I1 could pursue the path that leads to the kingdom of
heaven 113333 not only was he troubled because of his dissatisfaction
with the churches of that age but he frequently felt cast down
gloomy and despondent lonesome and bad the trials of life
created a dark shade like the shade of the valley of death he was
also vexed with a strong sense of guilt

the evil one would whisper to me that I1 had done this that or some
other thing wrong and inquire whether that looked like a christian
act and remark you have missed it you have not done right and
you know it you did not do as well in such a thing as you might and
are you not ashamed of yourself in saying you are a christianchristian3434

there were times when he became sick tired and disgusted with
people because he observed so much sorrow wretchedness
death misery disappointment anguish pain ofheart prevailing in
the world 35

in the summer of 1830 joseph smiths brother samuel left
several copies of the book of mormon with john youngs family
one of these copies subsequently was delivered to brigham young
his reading of that book began his serious investigation of
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mormonism especially appealing to him were its universality
and its harmony with biblical teachings were you to ask me how
it was that I1 embraced mormonism he declared

I1 should answer for the simple reason that it embraces all truth in
heaven and on earth in the earth under the earth and in hell if there
be any truth there there is no truth outside of it for wherever these
principles are found among all the creations of god the gospel of
jesus christ and his order and priesthood embrace them 36

on another occasion he said that when he commenced
preaching forty years earlier the main message he unfolded to
others was believe the bible for he taught that those who
embrace the bible will accept the book of mormonmonnon after asking
the question what are the doctrines of the book of mormon he
responded the same as those of the bible 37 he further stated that
he would not have united with the latter day saints if he had not
received a witness that joseph smith was truly called of god 38

brigham young was not the only member of his family who
joined the latter day saints and migrated to kirtland his father
and all his children and their families were baptized including
brigham youngs wife miriam three of brighamsBrighams brothers
phineas john jr and joseph were ordained methodist ministers
prior to their conversions and emigration his sister rhodas
husband john P greene was also a methodist preacher before his
conversion to mormonism and move to kirtland many of brigham
youngs cousins uncles and aunts also joined the church 3919

the early life of another early saint luman shurtliff also
included periods of doubt and confusion although his family
supported different protestant faiths luman could not decide
which church he should join he claimed that he was a christian

but kept it entirely to himself meanwhile he prayed continu-
ally hoping the time would come soon when I1 could join some
church after lumans family moved to ohio in 1819 his father
through a series of unfortunate land transactions lost all his
property in ohio and massachusetts and was reduced to a state of
poverty subsequently luman secured employment as a teacher
but decided he was not qualified to instruct others discouraged he
became ill and suffered for several years from a nervous or
emotional disorder recalling this series of misfortunes he wrote

wales a brother was now twenty seven years old and all he saved
out of his hard labor was one hundred and twenty dollars in property
I1 was twenty and worth forty dollars father was sixty two years
old stripped of all not even a horse to ride he was broken and
discouraged his energy and ambition seemed to ease thus with all
our hard labor for years we were forced to begin anew
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shortly after this economic crisis a revival erupted in the
neighborhood where he lived we were all stirred up in this
refonreformationnation he remembered and all got religion after his
conversion luman became a shoemaker and helped his family
recover from their economic loss nevertheless he was tempo-
rarily embittered because of the problems which had befallen his
family prior to meeting latter day saint missionaries luman
attended baptist services but this faith did not fully satisfy his quest
for truth he investigated the beliefs of alexander campbell but
was not convinced that campbell was restoring the ancient chris-
tian order his quest was eventually satisfied after he completed his
exploration of mormonism 40

many americans experienced social dislocation and rapid
change during the early decades of the nineteenth century most
chose mainstream solutions revivals reform or associations
in order to dispel confusion and anxiety those who would become
mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons on the other hand rejected these forms of community
rather than attempting to reform society they sought to redefine it
even though they were relatively stable socially neither moving
nor changing their religion often they found the existing society
lacking and were looking for an alternative society that promoted
stability hence some of the most important factors that attracted
converts to mormonism and thus to kirtland were the promise of
divine sanction the assurance of status and an ordered lifestyle in
the undeviating restored kingdom of god in short the new church
met their needs
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